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BEFORE YOU BEGINBEFORE YOU BEGIN

ROUGHING-IN DIMENSIONSROUGHING-IN DIMENSIONS

NOTES
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Use these instructions for self-rimming and above-counter
installations. Please follow the instructions that apply to
your installation.

You can choose between a wall-mount or countertop
faucet installation, depending upon the setting and styling
you desire. We recommended a wall-mount faucet.

Observe local plumbing codes.

Prior to installation, unpack the new lavatory and carefully
inspect it for damage. Return the lavatory to its protective
carton until you are ready to install it.

All information in these instructions is based upon the
latest product information available at the time of
publication. Kohler China reserves the right to make
changes in product characteristics, packaging, or
availability at any time without notice.

These instructions contain import care, cleaning, and
warranty information please leave these instructions for
the consumer.

Follow only the instructions that apply to
your installation.
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DOLCE VITA
TM

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

CAST IRON LAVATORY
K-2815T

Roughing-In Notes

Fixture dimensions are nominal and conform to tolerances
in ASME Standard A112.19.2M. (ASME)112.19.2M

(T) Pop-up drain 314mm. (T) 314mm

(S) 356mm (Based on 305mm riser which may requing
cutting).

(S) 356mm 305mm

* Spout must be 127mm long (min.) for adequate clear-
ance into lavatory when installed with centerline as shown.

* 127mm ( )

** Spout must be tall enough to clear 102mm rim height
and provide a 25mm air gap per ASME A112.1.2.

** 102mm ASME A112.1.2
25mm

Fig. 1
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K-2815T
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(T)

10mm HOT

102mm

38mm

**102mm

29mm

171mm

254mm

102mm
10mm COLD

32mm OUTLET

ADA DRAIN OUTLET
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TOOLS AND MATERIALS REQUIRED

(NOT SUPPLIED)
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Cutout Template (supplied)

Safety glasses

Pencil

Scissors

Tape Measure

Hole Saw

Keyhole saw or saber saw

Dill (1/2" dia. Drill bit, or larger)

Screwdriver
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( 13mm )

SELF-RIMMING
INSTALLATION

Determine the faucet centerline
location. Consider the faucet and
handle escutcheon diameters, the
length of the spout, and the clearance
between the spout, and the lavatory
rim.

Calculate the faucet centerline
measurement by first dividing the
escutcheon diameter in half, and then
add 6mm to the sum. If necessary,
round the calculation up to the nearest
2mm.

COUNTERTOP INSTALLATIONS
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Fig. 2
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Divide Escutcheon
Diameter in Half,
Then Add 6mm.

6mm

Faucet Centerline

Carefully draw the calculated faucet
centerline on the cut-out template.
Choose the most suitable location
based upon the following factors:

compliance with all local plumbing
codes;

minimum 50mm distance from the
water stream to the lavatory rim
edge. This is important to ensure
adequate clearance for hand
washing;

a minimum 6mm distance between
the faucet spout and the lavatory
rim.

Redraw the faucet centerline as
needed to meet these requirements.
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Air Gap
50mm Min.

50mm

50mm Min.
50mm

6mm Min.
6mm

Fig. 3
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Draw a line on the cut-out template a
minimum of 50mm behind the final
faucet centerline. This is the minimum
backsplash locator line.

Some Kohler faucets require a
minimum of 64mm behind the final
faucet centerline.

Cut along the backsplash
locator line on the template.

NOTE:

NOTE:

50

64

Fig. 4
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Faucet Centerline

50mm Min.
50mm

Cut-Out Template

Countertop
Backsplash

Backsplash
Locator Line

Countertop

Cut the template on the cut-out line

labeled "Self-Rimming Cut-Out".

Position the template on the

countertop to ensure clearance

between the lavatory, faucet, and

backsplash.

Verify cabinet clearance beneath the

countertop.

Self-Rimming
Cut-Out

Fig. 5
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Use a pencil to trace the template on

the countertop.

Re-check the clearance between the

lavatory, faucet, backsplash, and

cabinet. Adjust the traced cut-out line

accordingly.

Mark the faucet and handle centerline

on the countertop.

Cut out the opening by carefully

following the pencil line.

Template

Trace The Template
Cut-Out

Fig. 6
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CAUTION: Risk of personal injury or product

damage. Cast iron lavatories are very heavy. Get help

lifting the lavatory into place.

Temporarily position the lavatory in the countertop cutout so

the "Kohler" logo is to the back.

Trace a pencil line on the countertop around the entire

outside edge of the lavatory.

Kohler
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Remove the lavatory.

Drill the faucet holes.

Install the faucet to the countertop
according to the manufacturer's
instructions.

Install the drain to the lavatory
according to the drain manufacturer's
instructions.

Of FittingsCL

Fig. 7
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Clean the countertop, and carefully

position the lavatory in the countertop

opening so the "Kohler" logo is to the

back. Line up the lavatory edges with

the pencil line or masking tape border.

Apply a thin, continuous bead of

quality caulking around the lavatory

edges.

Kohler
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"Kohler" Logo

Fig. 8
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Immediately wipe away and excess

sealant, and fill any voids as needed.

Verify that the lavatory has not moved

out of position.

Allow the sealant to cure at least 30

minutes before proceeding.
30
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Fig. 9
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Connect the drain assembly to the trap.

Run water into the lavatory, and check

for leaks.

Clean up with a non-abrasive cleaner.

Nut

Gaskeet

Nut

Gasket

Fig. 10
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IMPORTANT CONSUMER INFORMATIONIMPORTANT CONSUMER INFORMATION

CARE AND CLEANING

To keep your lavatory looking new, make sure you rinse it out

thoroughly after each use. DO NOT ABRASIVES on this

product, as they will scratch and ruin the surface. Stubborn

stains, paint, or tar can be removed with turpentine or paint

thinner.

LIMITED ONE-YEAR WARRANTYLIMITED ONE-YEAR WARRANTY
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Plumbing Fixtures and Fittings Limited
One-year Warranty

Kohler plumbing fixtures and fittings are warranted to be free
of manufacturing defects.

This product is warranted for one year from date of purchase.
Kohler China will be responsible for any problems caused by
manufacturing defects provided with the invoice. Kohler
China will, at its election, repair, replace or make appropriate
adjustment where Kohler China inspection discloses any
such defects occurring in normal usage within one year after
purchase.

Implied warranties including that of merchantability and
fitness for a particular purpose are expressly limited in
duration to the duration of this warranty, Kohler China
disclaims any liability for special, incidental or consequential
damages. Damages to the product caused by misuse, abuse
and installation that is not in accordance with the owner's
manual are not covered by this warranty.

To obtain quick warranty service, please contact your dealer,
or write to Kohler China. (Original sales receipt must be
provided as the proof of purchase.)

Kohler China Investment Company Ltd.
Central Customer Service Center
19/F, Shanghai Square, 138 Huai Hai Road,
Luwan District, Shanghai, PRC
Zip Code: 200021

This is our exclusive written warranty.
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